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Massively parallel sequencing (MPS) is revolutionizing genomics. In this work we use, refine,
and develop new tools for the discipline.
MPS has led to the discovery of multiple novel subtypes in Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia
(ALL). In Study I we screen for fusion genes in 134 pediatric ALL patients, including patients
without an assigned subtype. In approximately 80% of these patients we detect novel or known
fusion gene families, most of which display distinct methylation and expression patterns. This
shows the potential for improvements in the clinical stratification of ALL. Large sample sizes
are important to detect recurrent somatic variation. In Study II we investigate if a non-index
overlapping pooling schema can be used to increase sample size and detect somatic variation.
We designed a schema for 172 ALL samples and show that it is possible to use this method to
call somatic variants.
Around the globe there are many ongoing and completed genome projects. In Study III we
sequenced the genome of 1000 Swedes to create a reference data set for the Swedish population.
We identified more than 10 million variants that were not present in publicly available databases,
highlighting the need for population-specific resources. Data, and the tools developed during
this study, have been made publicly available as a resource for genomics in Sweden and abroad.
The increased amount of sequencing data has created a greater need for automation. In Study
IV we present Arteria, a computational automation system for sequencing core facilities. This
system has been adopted by multiple facilities and has been used to analyze thousands of
samples. In Study V we developed CheckQC, a program that provides automated quality control
of Illumina sequencing runs. These tools make scaling up MPS less labour intensive, a key to
unlocking the full future potential of genomics.
The tools, and data presented here are a valuable contribution to the scientific community.
Collectively they showcase the power of MPS and genomics to bring about new knowledge of
human health and disease.
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If it be your will
That a voice be true
From this broken hill
I will sing to you
From this broken hill
All your praises they shall ring
If it be your will
To let me sing
If It Be Your Will
Leonard Cohen
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Introduction

New technology enables us to explore exciting new worlds. Like the telescope
ushered in a new era of exploration of the cosmos, novel technologies have
allowed us to take the plunge into the amazing world of molecular biology.
Considering that allI life that we are currently aware of has its fundament in
the deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) molecule, it is not surprising that the study
of this, at first glance, simple molecule has risen to the forefront.
The word genetics is derived from the Greek word genesis, meaning origin.
Thus genetics is the study of origins, and specifically the origin of life as understood through variation and heredity. Darwin's seminal work “On the
Origin of Species”1 laid the groundwork for our understanding of how the
simple principles of variation and selection allow life to adapt to diverse environments. In the middle of the 20th century it was shown that DNA was the
carrier of genetic information.2,3 When the structure of the DNA molecule was
described by the work of Crick, Franklin, and Watson, a copying mechanism4,5
was laid bare. This formed the foundation for what is now called genomics.
Armed with this knowledge we have since taken great strides in our understanding of the biology of both health and disease. One of the great milestones
on this journey was the publication of the first whole human reference genome
in 2001.6 With approximately 3.2 million base pairs and 20,000 genes, deciphering it was a herculean effort. It was enabled by vast improvements both
in sequencing technology and computational methods. Today, 17 years later,
guided by the existence of a high quality reference genome, re-sequencing
thousands of human samples has become possible, as is evident from the work
in Study III where we present the results of the sequencing of 1000 Swedish
individuals. Especially important to this explosion of genomic data is the introduction of massively parallel sequencing methods (MPS).
The same principles that can be applied to understand the origins of species
can also be used to understand the origin of diseases such as cancer. In cancer,
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It is difficult to give an exact definition of life, and it can be argued that retroviruses that
encode their genomes in RNA should be considered living. However, these viruses are reliant
on hosts organisms that do use DNA to encode their genome, and in that way they are also
dependent on DNA.
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the random variation introduced at cell division confers competitive advantages to the cancerous cells. This allows them to outcompete their healthy
counterparts giving rise to disease. In Study II we demonstrate how to detect
variation in cancer cells using an approach which allows for more samples to
be studied in a cost-efficient manner. Furthermore, the utility of sequencing
methods goes beyond examining the genome itself. Major leaps in the understanding of disease have been made from the study of the transcriptome and
the epigenome. Both of which can be studied by sequencing through the combination of molecular and computational methods. In Study I we utilize MPS
and array based techniques to explore the fusion gene landscape of Acute
Lymphoblastic Leukemia (ALL) and how it relates to the methylation and expression patterns in the same patients.
This new era of -omics with ever growing datasets has placed greatly increased demands on the computational tools used to analyze this data. Not
only does novel data types require the development of novel algorithms, systems supporting large scale operations required to handle the onslaught of
samples also need to be developed. In studies III and IV we use workflow
management systems (WMS) to enable the analysis and management of large
amounts of sequencing data and thousands of samples. In Study V we present
a software capable of quickly providing quality control information and evaluating it in an automated fashion.
In this context this thesis can be viewed as an attempt at applying, developing
and refining the computational tools of the 21th century era of genomics to
map out the genetic landscape of health and disease.
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Background

The Central Dogma and Beyond
The DNA molecule stands at the center of all life as we know it. The DNA
molecule itself consists of four nucleic acids, adenine (A), guanine (G), thymine (T) and cytosine (C). These connect to each other to form chain-like
molecules. These have the remarkable property of forming a double helix
structure, where each nucleotide forms hydrogen bonds to its opposing nucleotide in a complementary way (see figure 1A). The complementary pairs are
A and T, and G and C.
Crick and Watson write in their classical paper from 1953 that; “It has not
escaped our notice that the specific pairing we have postulated immediately
suggests a possible copying mechanism for the genetic material”.4 Replication
of the DNA molecule itself is not enough however, in general a more complex
system has evolved where information flows from DNA to ribonucleic acid
(RNA) to proteins. This information flow in biological systems where specific
alphabets allow information to be transferred from one polymer to another
turns out to be an idea central to molecular biology - central enough that this
proposition has been dubbed the central dogma. The central dogma was first
put forth by Crick in 19587, and was refined further in 1970. The principle is
illustrated in figure 1B.
Through the process of transcription, carried out by RNA polymerases, the
information embedded in the DNA is transferred from the double stranded
DNA molecule into the single stranded RNA molecule. RNA is similar to
DNA with the exception that instead of having a deoxyribose sugar backbone
it has a ribose backbone, and the nucleotide thymine is replaced with uracil
(U). This similarity allows the RNA molecule to reproduce a faithful copy of
the DNA molecule using the same complementarity principles used to replicate DNA. These RNA molecules provide the blueprints for proteins. The process of using the information in the RNA molecule to construct proteins is
called translation. While it was initially thought that only protein-coding genes
were transcribed, it is now believed that a large portion of the genome is transcribed8, and RNA carries out a number of regulatory functions in the cell
without being translated into protein.9
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While the genetic material remains essentially the same across all cells it is
easily recognizable that there is a wide variety of cells making up a complex
organism such as a human individual. This variety is enabled by epigenetic
(epi meaning "over, outside of, around") modifications and organization of the
genome within the eukaryotic cell nucleus.

Figure 1. A) A Schematic figure of the double helix shape of the DNA molecule. B)
The central dogma. Information transfers from polymer to polymer as defined by the
central dogma. Solid arrows indicate general information transfers, which occur in
every cell, while the dashed lines represent information transfers which only occur
under special circumstances, e.g. the RNA to RNA replication of retroviruses. Figure has been adopted from Crick10.

From Sanger to Massively Parallel Sequencing
The introduction of the chain-termination sequencing method by Frederick
Sanger in the 1970s provided the first way of determining the sequence of
nucleic acids with relative ease. In Sanger’s sequencing, a DNA sample is
analyzed in four separate reactions, containing all of the four DNA nucleotides. In addition to this, each of the four nucleotides has a chain-terminating
version of one of the nucleotides in the sequencing reaction mixture. A short
14

single stranded DNA sequence is used as a primer to guide a DNA polymerase
to the locus of the DNA molecule that is of interest, from where it will start
incorporating bases. When it incorporates a chain-termination version of a nucleotide the reaction will not proceed beyond this point. Release of the newly
synthesized molecules from their template strand creates a spectrum of single
stranded DNA molecule of differing lengths, based on where the chain-terminating nucleotides were incorporated. The lengths of these molecules can then
be determined by gel-electrophoresis and by combining the information from
all of the four reactions the sequence of nucleotides can be determined.11,12
Since the 1970s there has been tremendous improvements in Sanger sequencing throughput. This method is still often used in the clinical setting, as well
as to validate results from other sequencing technologies. However in 2004 a
novel type of sequencing technology entered the field, often called next-generation sequencing (NGS) or massively parallel sequencing (MPS).13 The
MPS technologies have a number of advantages over previous methods.
Firstly, the amount of data generated from a single experiment is much higher
than from Sanger based methods, with massively increased sequencing speed
and reduced costs as a result.14 Secondly, sequencing the biochemical laboratory procedures required to prepare the DNA for sequencing (this is known as
library construction) is relatively simple, and allows for low amounts of starting material, which opens it up for a wide range of applications.13
The term MPS encompasses different technologies. Two technologies, Illumina sequencing by synthesis (SBS) and Pacific Biosciences single-molecule
real-time (SMRT) sequencing, will be described in greater detail here as they
are the most commonly used methods. In addition to this the 10x Genomics
synthetic long-read sequencing will be described. This method has shown
great potential in making up for the shortcomings of short read sequencing
(e.g. Illumina SBS) by coupling long-range genomic information to short sequencing reads. Illumina SBS is the sequencing technique used in all the studies presented in this thesis.

Illumina SBS Method
The SBS method involves constructing sequencing libraries (figure 2) where
specific oligonucleotides (often denoted as “oligos”) are attached to each side
of a DNA template molecule. These oligos can contain a unique tag sequence
(index) which is then used to distinguish template molecules originating from
different samples even if they are sequenced in the same unit on the sequencer.
The oligos attached to each side of the template molecule at each end are complementary to an oligo on the array on which the sequencing reactions are
15

carried out. This array is called a flowcell. To prepare a flowcell for sequencing the sequencing library is flooded across the array surface, and because of
the complementarity of the sequencing library and the oligos on the flowcells
surface, the molecules from the library will attach to the surface. Depending
on the type of flowcell this can either be a random process, or the molecules
can be guided into separate wells on the array surface. Each of these molecules
are then amplified on the surface by a bridge polymerase chain reaction
(PCR). This results in a clusters of amplified DNA template molecules on the
flowcell surface, each originating from a single DNA template. The purpose
of this amplification step is to ensure that the signal from each cluster is strong
enough to be detected in the subsequent step.15

Figure 2. An example of an Illumina sequencing library. At each end the P5 and P7
adaptors are used to attach to the array surface. At each side of the sequencing template (i.e. the molecule of interest) there are primers which can be used to initiate sequencing from either end of the molecule. In addition to this there is an index sequence, which can be used to tell samples apart after pooling, and a corresponding
primer sequence.

The sequencing is started by priming the reaction from one of the known attached oligos. Fluorescently labeled nucleotides are flooded across the surface, and are added to the extending primer by a DNA-polymerase in the same
order as their complementary nucleotides on the original strand. These nucleotides are chain-terminating, meaning that in each cluster only a single nucleotide is added. A camera then scans the surface, and records each cluster as
having a color, which corresponds to the nucleotide that was added. The part
of the nucleotide that prevents the chain from prolonging is then chemically
altered to allow the addition of the next base, and the process is repeated until
the template molecule has been read from one direction (see figure 3A). The
template can then be flipped on the surface, and the process is repeated to read
the template from the other direction. This is called paired-end sequencing.
SBS is characterized by producing massive amounts of data, up to 10 billion
reads in one run. These reads are relatively short (up to a maximum of 300 bp
paired-end on the Illumina MiSeq v3)16, and have low but context dependent
errors rates (0.1%).17,18 The high throughput means that this technology has
the lowest per-base sequencing costs of the techniques currently on the market.15,16
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The short read lengths of the SBS approach is a major drawback, especially
for some applications, such as calling large scale structural variants and performing de-novo genome assembly. This means that there is need for complementary techniques. An example of such a technique is the SMRT sequencing
provided by Pacific Biosciences (PacBio).

Figure 3. A) A schematic picture of how sequencing by synthesis uses fluorescently
labeled chain-terminating nucleotides to create a readout of a template molecule. In
I, the reaction has been primed from a known primer sequence, and a first chain-terminating fluorescent nucleotide has been added by the DNA polymerase. Once the
signal from a base has been read, the nucleotide is chemically modified to allow the
chain to be extended (II). The next nucleotide is then added as in III, and the process
can be repeated until the molecule has been sequenced. B) Schematic figure of
SMRT sequencing, where a fluorescent signal emitted as the nucleotide is incorporated into the template strand is measured to generate a readout of the template molecule sequence.
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PacBio SMRT Sequencing
The PacBio platform takes a different path from DNA molecules to deciphered sequences. A modified DNA polymerase is immobilized in a zeptoliter
(10–21 liter) scale zero-mode waveguide (ZMW). The ZMW is a nanostructure
which acts as a type of microscope, allowing the polymerase reaction in the
well to be monitored as fluorescently labeled molecules are incorporated into
the template molecule19 - essentially creating a video of the incorporation
events (figure 3B).
While in SBS the reaction which is monitored originates from a cluster of
molecules originating from the same template, in SMRT sequencing a single
molecule is read. Since the reaction is monitored in real time, the time between
incorporation between bases can be used to detect epigenetic modifications of
the DNA-strand such as methylation states.19 In addition to this the method
allows for very long read lengths, with maxima reaching above 50 kbp, and
averaging about 10-15 kbp. The errors rates are relatively high (up to 15%),
and dominated by insertion/deletion (INDEL) errors. These errors are however randomly distributed and thus higher coverage can be used to generate a
consensus sequence which has a low final error rate. A major drawback of the
SMRT technology is the high price per base15,16, which means that it is not
feasible to use for many applications.

Linked Read Sequencing
Synthetic long-read technologies have emerged in recent years as an interesting option. This technology utilizes short-read technologies for sequencing,
while still yielding long range (up to 200 kbp20) genomic information. Here
the Chromium (previously known as GemCode) technology from 10X Genomics appears to have taken the lead.20,21
The Chromium technology uses a microfluidics solution to isolate a low number of molecules of high molecular weight DNA together with a gel-bead inside oil emulsion droplets. The chance of having overlapping molecules in a
droplet is ~10-3. On the gel-beads sequencing primers as well as a unique bead
barcode are attached. The single template molecule is isolated together with
the bead, and it is shredded and amplified in the micro-environment created
by the droplet in such a way that all the resulting shorter DNA molecules will
have the same bead barcode.
The result of the barcoding is that short reads can be grouped together based
on their parent molecule, to form a linked read. This linked read can then be
used to phase variants (i.e. determine if two variants are present on the same
chromosome or not) as well as provide information about the proximity of
18

genomic loci to each other - something that is crucial when attempting to detect structural variants or when carrying out de-novo genome assembly. The
linked reads provide a level of long-range information which is typically inaccessible to short read technologies.
In conclusion, the early 21th century has seen an explosive rate of improvement in sequencing technologies, however each technology comes with its
own set of advantages and disadvantages. Understanding the inherent
strengths and weakness of the different technologies remains essential to being able to extract biological and medical knowledge from nature.

Analyzing Data from Massively Parallel Sequencing
Experiments
The massive amounts of data produced by MPS experiments place large demands on the computational methods used to analyze the resulting data. This
applies both in terms of computational performance and in terms of producing
biologically meaningful results. There are multitudes of ways to analyze sequencing data, to answer a wide range of biological questions. These range
from studying genomic variation, and organization, to studies of the transcriptome and its interactions with the genome. Methods designed to study genomic variation can essentially be divided into two principal classes; reference
guided and de-novo methods. Methods which study the transcriptome commonly rely on read counting methods, de-novo assembly approaches, or a
combination of the two.
The reference guided methods can be further subdivided into variant detection
methods and read-counting methods. Variant detection methods attempt to assay samples for single-nucleotide variants (SNVs), INDELs, or structural variants. Detection of SNVs and INDELs from sequencing reads are illustrated
in figure 4. De-novo methods are employed when there is no reference genome available for the species under study, or to overcome the inherent reference biases associated with reference guided methods. This is especially useful in regards to finding large scale structural variants. Read counting methods
are used for multiple applications like, determining gene expression levels,
finding transcription-factor binding sites, or copy-number changes.
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Figure 4. Schematic illustration of three types of short variants that exist in the genome. The figure shows reads from a sequencing machine that have been aligned to
a reference genome. Depending on what is observed in these reads when they are
compared to the reference genome, we infer different types of variants. Single nucleotide variants (SNVs) where a single base has been substituted compared to the reference genome. Insertions where one or more bases have been inserted compared to
the reference genome, and finally deletions where one or more bases have been deleted compared to the reference genome. The last two are collectively known as INDELs.

Assaying DNA Level Genomic Variation by Re-Sequencing
The most common method for studying genomic variation is re-sequencing22,
and many large scale projects utilize this approach to associate variants with
disease23-25, and to study inter-26 and intra-population27-32 variation. Using the
methods described here the genome can be studied both at a whole genome
level (WGS - whole-genome sequencing), at the level of the exome (WES whole-exome sequencing), or other specific targeted regions depending on
which library preparation protocols have been applied prior to sequencing. In
order to distil variants from raw sequencing data, several steps are required.
When using Illumina SBS, which is the most commonly used sequencing technique for re-sequencing, reads are aligned to the reference genome using software like BWA (Burrows-Wheeler Aligner)33 or Bowtie 2.34 The introduction
of short-read MPS required novel computational techniques in order to scale
to aligning millions of reads per sample, as simple brute-force search is not
feasible. Indexing the reference genome can substantially speed up the search
for alignment candidates. Both BWA and Bowtie 2 use a string-matching approach based on the Burrows-Wheeler transform. The Burrows-Wheeler
transform has the property that exact repeats can easily be collapsed to one
path in a prefix trie. This features makes it an effective way of searching for
alignment hits of a short query sequence (the read) on a much larger reference
genome. One limitation of short read aligners it that they often have not been
designed to align long reads with high error rates, such as those produced by
the PacBio SMRT sequencing platform. Two recent examples of aligners
which address these issues are Minimap235 and NGMLR36. Both of these align
reads by breaking the query sequence into shorter segments, which are aligned
20

to the reference to create seeds. These seeds are then extended to form continuous long read alignments.
An important concept after mapping is that of coverage, i.e. the number of
reads covering a position in the genome. The measurement used here is
“times”, or “x”, coverage. The average genome coverage is often used to characterize sequencing experiments as low (<15x), medium (15-45x) and high
coverage (>45x). These definitions are the author’s current understanding.
However, these vary across literature and across time.
After alignment, there are many ways to process the data. The best practices
presented by the Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK) group at the Broad Institute37 are often used as a guideline here. They included taking the aligned reads
and processing them in a number of ways prior to starting variant calling. The
exact steps recommended have varied over time, but the current recommendation for calling germline variants from whole genomes and exomes is to
mark PCR duplicates using Picard MarkDuplicates38, followed by recalibration of the base quality scores. Marking PCR duplicates ensures that each read
can be viewed as an independent measure, which is an assumption of the statistical models underlying many variant calling methods. Recalibrating the
base quality scores is done to adjust the quality score assigned to each base by
the base calling algorithm of the sequencing instrument vendor. This is done
based on a machine learning model based on the dataset being analyzed and a
set of know variants.39
Once the aligned reads have been “pre-processed”, one or more variant callers
are applied. Depending on the exact application the methods which are used
will differ. For calling germline SNV and small INDELs, the GATK HaplotypeCaller40 is a popular choice. This caller will identify regions of putative
variation and perform a local reassembly for the region in order to get an as
accurate call as possible. Typically, variant calling should be performed
jointly for all samples under study to get increased power for variant discovery. Calling somatic variants from tumor-normal pairs require a slightly different approach. Here the model needs to take into account not only if there is
a variant at a site or not, but also if it is present exclusively in the tumor sample. This problem is further complicated by the fact that tumor samples are
often mixed with normal cells, by the exotic polyploidies often exhibited by
cancer genomes, and varying allele frequencies due to subclonal patterns in
the tumor. Some popular programs for somatic variant calling are MuTect141,
MuTect241 FreeBayes42, and Strelka43. For both germline and somatic variation the final decision on whether to designate a variant to a loci or not is
framed as a Bayesian classification problem, maximizing the probability of
the observed data under the assumption of a particular genotype.
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Interestingly, while there has been a great deal of work put into creating hand
tuned statistical models to detect genomic variation, in recent years other approaches have been attempted. Verily Life Science demonstrated that it is possible to use of so called Deep Learning image recognition models to accurately
identify variant sites.44 While it remains computationally intensive to train the
model in this way, it appears that this type of technique may hold promise for
the future.
Identifying larger scale structural and copy number variation in the genome
remains a challenging problem, in particular from short read data. As the reads
will generally not span the entire region of variation for these variant classes,
different methods are used to try to ascertain their status. An example of a
method is the one used by Manta.45 It uses alignment information from pairedend sequencing data to construct a graph of regions of the genome where there
is evidence for proximity of distant loci. The reads which contributed to the
putative structural variant are then assembled and aligned back to the genome.
Depending on which evidence exists for a particular variant, a variant type
(INDEL or translocation) is assigned to the variant, and a quality score is computed.
Once a set of variants have been identified, they are often filtered in order to
reduce the number of false positives. This can either be done by training and
applying statistical models to recognize true variant sites, or by applying hard
filters for factors known to have an impact on the precision of variant calling.
An example of the former methods is the Gaussian-mixture model approach
taken by the GATK VariantQualityScoreRecalibrator, which uses a set of
known variants to train a model to distinguish true variant sites.40
Finally, variants are often annotated to different functional elements of the
genome, such as genes or transcription-factor binding sites, to try to tease out
their functional impact. For variants in exonic regions it is also possible to
predict if a variant will cause an amino acid substitution or if it will lead to a
truncated protein product due to the introduction of a stop codon. Some popular programs for these types of annotations include ANNOVAR46 and the
Ensembl Variant Effect Predictor.47 These can for example be used to find
putative functional variants in rare diseases where the number of patients is
too small to carry out classical case-control studies.
Much can be said about the analysis of these variant sets once they have been
determined, but a full exploration of that topic is outside of the scope of this
thesis. A short introduction to some of the types of analysis of genetic variation can be found in the section “Population genetics of health and disease” of
this thesis.
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Studying Transcriptional Patterns
The genome is essentially the same in all cells in the human body, however
the transcriptional landscape displays a great degree of variety. It varies across
tissue types, but is also as an indicator of disease status. This makes the transcriptome an interesting target for study in order to find correlations to disease,
and to identify potential drug targets. Recently sequencing of DNA which has
been reverse-transcribed from RNA has taken over from microarrays as the
workhorse of transcriptome exploration - this is commonly referred to as
RNA-sequencing.
Just as with DNA-resequencing the RNA-analysis workflow commonly starts
with aligning reads either to the full genome or to the transcriptome. One thing
that complicates this procedure compared to the process of aligning to the genome is the inherently gapped structure of genes, where a read can be split
across exomes with large stretches of intronic sequence in between. This requires the use of other aligners which can take this into account. Examples of
such aligners are Tophat 248, STAR49, and Minimap2.35
Once the position of a read has been established it is possible to proceed to
counting the number of reads mapping to a certain gene or transcript. This
procedure requires reads to be normalized based on the length of the transcript
and the amount of reads sequenced. The reason for this is that longer transcripts will naturally have more reads mapping to them, and the exact number
of reads sequenced will vary across experiments. A common normalization
procedure is to normalize to fragments per kilobase of transcript per million
reads sequenced (FPKM). Once the level of expression has been established
differential expression analysis can be performed.50
While read alignment prior to transcript quantification remains the most common way of analyzing transcriptome data it can be noted that the recently released softwares like Kalliso51 and Sleuth52 demonstrate that it is possible to
significantly speed up the process of quantifying transcripts. This approach is
based on splitting up the input reads into subsequences of length k (k-mers),
and using a hash function to place them on a graph data structure (a colored
De Bruijn graph) generated from the k-mers of the known transcriptome of
the species under study. In this way quantification can be achieved an order
of magnitudes faster than by traditional alignment based methods, with little
loss in quantification accuracy.
In addition to using RNA-sequencing to quantify the “regular” transcriptome,
it can be used to detect and quantify fusion transcripts. These play an important role in acute lymphoblastic leukemia (see below “Why sequence pediatric acute lymphoblastic leukemia?”). Identification of fusion transcripts
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and their break-points typically involves mapping reads to the transcriptome
to identify reads that are either split between different genes or where the different paired-end sequence reads map to different genes. The exact procedure
varies, depending on the software used. Here the approach used by FusionCatcher53 will be outlined. This is the software used for fusion gene detection
in Study I.
FusionCatcher begins by filtering the input reads for a number of different
quality parameters. It will then align reads to the transcriptome and the reference genome as single reads. If there is a better hit on the genome than on the
transcriptome the transcriptome hit will be removed. From the genes that are
hit a list of candidate fusion genes will be generated by finding gene combinations where the reads in the read pair map to different genes. The candidate
list is then filtered for a number of criteria to remove false positives. To identify the fusion breakpoint FusionCatcher uses a multipronged approach.
Firstly, a database is generated for all possible exon-exon combinations between the putative fusions, and previously unmapped reads are mapped
against this. Hits across the exon-exon junction where the other pair in the
read are aligned to one of the genes in the fusion are counted as evidence of
the fusion. Secondly, a database of all the gene-gene combinations for the candidate fusions are created and the reads not mapped in the previous step are
aligned to this database using three different aligners. Reads-pairs where the
reads are mapped to the different genes in the putative fusion are counted as
evidence of a true fusion. In this way a final list of fusion candidates is distilled.
While this is not a comprehensive review of all possibilities presented by
RNA-sequencing data it should be evident from this short summary that they
are plentiful and that RNA-sequencing provides a very useful tool to gain
novel insights into the transcriptional patterns characterizing both health and
disease.

The Place of De-Novo Assembly in a World of Reference
Genomes
While reference based methods have increased our knowledge of the human
genome as well as that of other species a great deal, the picture it leaves remains incomplete. The sensitivity for calling INDELs and structural variants
leave room for improvement, especially from short read data.54 To overcome
these problems one would like to generate a picture of the genome from
scratch that is as complete as possible. In de-novo genome assembly the goal
is to take raw sequencing data and produce a representation of the genome
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under study. The true optimum is a phased base-resolution representation of
every chromosome, though with current technologies this is still not possible.
A typical workflow for de-novo assembly has four parts. First an assembly is
produced from the input reads. The output of this is a set of continuous sequences (contigs) that have no unknown bases in them. Unknown bases are
often denoted by an N in the sequence. These contigs are then ordered through
a process called scaffolding. This means that the contigs are joined by a number of Ns. The number of Ns can either be estimated from the type of input
data used for scaffolding, or be arbitrary. Once scaffolds have been created,
additional efforts can be made to fill in these gaps in the sequence.55 As a final
step this sequence can be polished in order to remove minor errors on the scale
of SNVs and small INDELs from the sequence. This is done by aligning additional data to the draft genome and carrying out a process similar to normal
variant calling. Here we will focus on describing the assembly and scaffolding
steps of this procedure.
The type of sequencing data used will determine the choice of assembly
method. For short-read data with few errors, such as the data generated from
Illumina SBS experiments, De Bruijn graph-based methods are typically used.
Briefly, these decompose the reads into k-mers, from which a graph datastructure is generated. By traversing this graph an approximation of the genome from which the reads were generated can be created. This approach,
coupled with the fact that the reads were short to begin with, makes it difficult
to resolve repeat structures in the genome, as these will introduce cycles into
the graph. Therefore, the assembly is often broken up at these points.55
For long read data, such as that generated from PacBio SMRT-sequencing, an
overlap-layout consensus approach is commonly used. This uses the full
length of the reads and finds overlaps between them, using this information to
infer an assembly. The disadvantage of this methods is the need to generate
pair-wise alignments between all input reads, which become computationally
challenging as the number of input sequences grows.54 More recently, methods bearing similarities to both of the approaches described above have
emerged in the form of string-graph assemblies. These methods construct a
graph similar to a de Brujin graph, but do not decompose the input reads into
the constituent k-mers, instead they use the full length read in the graph construction.56
In the scaffolding part of the workflow the aim is to order the input contigs
and if possible infer the genomic distance between them. This is done by aligning the reads that provide information over a greater distance than the original
input data. This can be achieved by constructing mate-pair libraries, where the
insert size is much larger than for a typical sequencing library. These insert25

sizes can be in the order of kilo-bases rather than a few hundred base-pairs, as
is otherwise the norm. In this way, the read pairs can be used to determine the
order of the contigs by aligning them to the contigs.55 Another more recent
strategy for scaffolding that is incorporated into the SuperNova assembler57,
as well as the ARCS58 stand-alone scaffolder, is to use the long-range information gathered from Chromium synthetic long-read sequencing. Finally, to
address the shortcomings of different technologies, programs like QuickMerge59 can be used to align different assemblies against each other in an attempt to close gaps present in one, of the assemblies, but not in the other.
While de-novo assembly remains a much more difficult problem than re-sequencing, the hope is that through the advancement of sequencing technologies as well as improved computational methods, this will change in the future.
This may prove to be another step on the road to accurately determining the
full range of genetic variation.

Population Genetics of Health and Disease
It has long been recognized that variant frequencies differ across human populations creating a continuum of genetic variation. While 96-99% of variation
in an individual genome is made up of common variants, with a minor allele
frequenciesII (MAF) > 5%, most variants are rare (MAF < 0.5%). Common
variants are shared across populations and continents, while the rare variation
is generally population specific26. These patterns of variation have been established by the migration, genetic drift and differential selection.60 Understanding this variation across populations is not only important to our understanding
of human evolutionary history and historic migration patterns, but also highly
important to our understanding of human disease.61 The prevalence of specific
genetically influenced diseases varies across different populations, and can be
particularly strong in groups founded by a small group of individuals. An example of such a founder effect is the high numbers of carriers of type 1 Gaucher disease (1 in 15) and Tay-Sach disease (1 in 27) in the Ashkenazi Jewish
populations62. Another clear example of phenotypic variation between human
populations driven by genetics is the example of sickle cell disease. Sickle cell
disease is common in areas where malaria is prevalent. The reason for this is
that sickle cell disease provides resistance to the malaria parasite, thus there is
a selective pressure to keep the disease alleles in the population.63

II
MAF denotes how common the less common of the two alleles are in the population. For a
genotype of A/T, if the A allele is present in 93% of the population the MAF is 7%.
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Decreasing sequencing costs have spurred a great number of genome projects
across the globe, with variations in their exact objectives. One review published in 2017 list 68 finished or ongoing genome projects16 which range in
objective from trying to identify disease variants to establishing general allele
frequencies in the population. These type of projects are often seen as frontrunners of precision medicine initiatives.
It seems likely that when properly implemented into the healthcare system, omics analyses have the potential to transform healthcare. Firstly, it could improve pre- and neonatal care by providing actionable insights from children
suffering from rare diseases. Secondly, it could inform patients about their
risks of developing a particular disease early and potentially allow them to
change the lifestyle to minimize risk. Thirdly, it may be used to provide targeted therapies to cancer patients.
Finally, it can be noted that the reduced costs of genomic assays have led to a
booming industry of “genetic testing products” which are marketed directly to
consumers. Today most of direct-to-consumer genetic tests relies on arraybased genotyping, however sequencing is likely to become more common in
the future. Some of these tests offer insights into genealogy, while others offer
genetic risk scores, and other even offer “genetic dating” advice. The introduction of more commonplace genetic testing inside and outside of the
healthcare system offers ethical challenges which will need to be addressed in
the near future.

Using Non-Index Pooling to Sequence More Samples
In order to accurately determine allele frequencies in populations it is essential
to gather sufficiently large cohorts. One way of achieving this with regards to
sequencing is to utilize non-indexed pooling strategies.64 In these strategies
samples are pooled into batches prior to constructing sequencing libraries. The
underlying assumption is that if the samples are pooled in equal amounts, the
population allele frequencies can still be observed at the expense of not being
able to determine from which individual a particular variant originated. This
limitation of non-index pooled studies can be overcome by constructing overlapping pooling schemes where one sample is sequenced in multiple pools in
such a way that the observation of a variant in multiple pools can be used to
determine which individual(s) may carry it.65 An illustration of such a nonindex pooling scheme can be found in figure 5. In Study II we utilize such a
non-index pooling scheme to identify somatic variation from pediatric patients
suffering from leukemia.
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Figure 5. Illustration of the principles of non-index pooling by a row/column strategy. Samples are placed together in pools by row and column. Red represents an observed variant, and blue a false variant assignment. In the first decoding example a
variant in present in sample 1 (*). When this is observed at variant calling in pools 1
and 4 it can unambiguously be assigned to sample 1. In the second example true variants are present in samples 1 and 5. However, when the variant is identified in pools
1, 2, 4 and 5, it is impossible to say if these variant is also present in 2 and 4. Inspired by figure in Erlich, et al. 65
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Why Sequence Pediatric Acute Lymphoblastic
Leukemia?
Acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) is a cancer of the blood where leukemic
cells originating from immune precursor cells out-compete their healthy counterparts in the bone marrow. Typical symptoms include infections, easy bruising or bleeding, fevers, dizziness, and pain in the joints. In rare cases where
the cancer has infiltrated the central nervous system, they can also include
changes of mental status, and walking abnormalities.66 If left untreated the
malignancy will eventually kill the patient.
ALL is the most common malignancy in children, with prevalence peaking at
the age of 2-5 years.67 In the Nordic countries (Denmark, Finland, Iceland,
Norway and Sweden) there are approximately 180 patients diagnosed per year
with pediatric ALL. The United States National Cancer Institute estimates the
prevalence of the disease in both adults and children to be 1.7 in 100 000 persons.68 This thesis focuses on pediatric ALL, and unless otherwise noted all
mentions of ALL relate to the pediatric form.
The cellular origin of ALL is within the immature immune cell population,
specifically B- and T-cells. The disease is stratified based on the ancestry of
the aberrant cells, into B-cell precursor ALL (BCP-ALL) which accounts for
85% of all cases69, and T-cell precursor ALL (T-ALL), which accounts for the
remaining 15%. BCP-ALL is then further divided into subtypes where treatment is guided based on the cytogenetic characterization of the patient (see
table 1 and figure 6). T-ALL is not further stratified into subtypes based on
cytogenetic aberrations.70 Additionally, treatment stratification is based on
clinical features like age and white blood cell count at diagnosis, as well as
response to treatment.
Currently the cause of ALL is unknown. Both genetic susceptibility and
chance are likely to play a part, in addition to other currently unknown internal
and external factors. Finding the underlying cause of ALL is made more difficult by the fact that the disease has multiple biological subtypes that do not
necessarily share a common causative mechanism. Currently the leading hypothesis of what is causing the diseases is an abnormal reaction to a common
infection.71,72 There are multiple pieces of evidence pointing in this direction:
 The induction the t(12;21) subtype in mouse models by introducing an
infection73
 Multiple observations of the space-time clustering of patients, i.e. where
patients in the same area are diagnosed within a short time span74-76
 The generally low concordance rate (5-25%) of ALL in identical twins, 525%. This is however highly dependent on subtype, with a close to 100%
concordance for monozygotic twins in the MLL-rearranged subtype77,78
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The demonstration that the ETV6-RUX1 fusion gene (which defines the
t(12;21) subtype) is present in blood from up to 1% of newborns79-82

While the evidence is not conclusive, all of these things taken together point
to an unlucky abnormal immune-system reaction to common infection being
the root cause of pediatric ALL.
The exact degree of heritability in ALL remains unknown83, however several
studies have associated common genetic variants to an increased risk of developing the disease.84-86 Additionally, trisomy of chromosome 21 (Down syndrome) is known to be associated with a 40-fold increased risk of developing
ALL.71
The treatment strategy used in ALL has been highly successful, increasing
survival rates from ~21% in the 1960s to 95% as of 2000s, even though the
majority of the drugs used in modern treatment protocols were developed before the 1970s.71 Despite the improvements in survival, for the patients that
relapse the survival rate drops dramatically, with five year survival below
60%.87
The different subtype classifications based on cytogenetics currently used by
the Nordic Society of Pediatric Hematology and Oncology (NOPHO) are summarized in figure 6 and table 1. The most common cytogenetic subtype of
BCP-ALL is high hyperdiploidy (28% of cases), which is characterized by an
abnormally high number of chromosomes (>50). This is followed by t(12;21)
(25% of cases) which is characterized by a translocation between chromosomes 12 and 21. This translocation results in the expression of a ETV6RUNX1 fusion gene.
The large scale chromosomal aberrations typical to many of the BCP-ALL
subtypes are typically detected by G-banding, and fluorescence in-situ hybridization (FISH). To detect expressed fusion genes reverse transcription PCR
(RT-PCR) is used. Several of the chromosomal rearrangements characteristic
of the different subtypes are associated with expressed fusion genes, ETV6RUNX1 (t(12;21)), TCF3-PBX1 (t(1;19)), BCR-ABL (t(9;22)) and rearrangements of the MLL-gene with a wide variety of fusion partners are all examples
of this.88
It is still not possible to assign a recurrent subtype to approximately 30% of
pediatric BCP-ALL patients. Here we denote this group B-other. There is
growing evidence that this group can in fact be stratified, and harbors previously unknown subtypes.89 These include BCR-ABL1-like, DUX4- and ERGderegulated ALL, and patients with MEF2D and ZNF384 gene fusions.
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BRC-ABL1-like patients display gene expression profiles similar to those of
the t(9;22) subtype, even though they lack the canonical BCR-ABL1 like fusion gene. They also share a similarly poor prognosis with the t(9;22) patients.90 DUX4-deregulated ALL is characterized by the insertion of the
DUX4-cassette into the IGH locus, forming an expressed fusion gene, and cooccurring deletions in the ERG gene.91,92 This subtype is associated with a
favorable outcome. MEF2D forms gene fusions with several partners, and has
been associated with poor outcome.93 Finally, ZNF384 is also involved in
forming gene fusions with a number of partners, and has an intermediate prognosis, and one of these, EP300-ZNF384, has been demonstrated to induce leukemia in mice.94
In addition to the gene fusions, and expression patterns described above, subtype specific patterns of DNA methylation95,96 have been reported in ALL.
Furthermore, smaller genetic lesions such as SNVs and small to medium sized
INDELs below the detection range of e.g. FISH, have been shown to be of
importance for drug response and outcome of the disease.71 These features
taken together with the fact that as many as 30% of the ALL patients are currently not assigned to a specific subtype, make a strong case for increasing the
resolution with which the cancerous cells are characterized.
Furthermore, in addition to techniques with high resolution, techniques with
high sensitivity might also be required. One case where such technology is
interesting is in identifying subclonal patterns of ALL cells. As the leukemia
propagates it will acquire new variants. Most of these variants will then only
be present in a small proportion of the total cell population - leading to a diverse landscape where all leukemic cells share the original genetic lesions, but
with some harboring additional variants. As treatment starts, variants in these
subclones can be selected for, given that the clone in question has variants
which confer resistance to a particular therapy.97-100 Being able to detect such
low frequency variants as early as possible could therefore be a potential path
to decreasing the risk of relapse.
Using sequencing of DNA and RNA, it is possible to assay leukemic cells
with both high resolution and sensitivity. In addition, sequence analysis is well
suited for exploring the underlying biology of ALL, as methods such as WGS
and RNA sequencing allow for a complete and relatively unbiased view of the
leukemic cell population. While the underlying cause of the disease remains
unknown, further exploring the leukemic genome could help answer the question of what causes the disease as well as help in improving treatment outcome.
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Figure 6. The prevalence of BCP-ALL cytogenetically defined subtypes. Subtype
frequencies are based on patients in the NOPHO biobank diagnosed prior to 2012.
Data from unpublished work by Maricevic-Zuniga et al. (2018).
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Table 1. Genetic and clinical features of BCP-ALL subtypes in pediatric ALL.89
Subtype

Characterized by

Other characetistics

Mutations in Ras sigHigh hyper- Copy number changes
naling pathway and hisdiploid
(>50 chromosomes)
tone modifiers
Translocation of chro- Expresses the ETV6t(12;21)
mosomes 12 and 21
RUNX1 fusions gene
Expresses MLL fusion
genes with multiple
11q23
Disruptions of the
partners. Few addi(MLL-rearMLL (KMT2A) gene
tional somatic mutaranged)
tions
Formation of dicentric
chromosome involving
chromosomes 9 and 20
Translocation between Expresses TCF3-PBX1
t(1:19)
chromosomes 1 and 9
fusion gene
Expresses BCR-ABL1
fusion gene. Commonly
Translocation between
co-occuring deletions
t(9;22)
chromosomes 9 and 22
of IKZF1, CDKN2A/B
and PAX 5
TP53 mutations, deleCopy number changes
tions of CDKN2A/B
Hypodiploid (fewer than 44 chroand RB1, and inactivamosomes)
tion of IKF2
Intra-chromosomal
iAMP21
amplification of chromosome 21
dic(9;20)

Prognosis (Good/Intermediate/Poor)
Good
Good

Poor

Good/Intermediate101
Good

Poor

Poor

Intermediate
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Wrangling Complexity with Workflow Management
Systems
It has already been demonstrated earlier in this thesis that the rapid growth in
sequencing capacity has both enabled scientific discoveries and novel clinical
applications, as well as placed increasing requirements on the software used
to analyze this data. This also places higher demands on the computational
infrastructure used to analyze these data sets102-104, and in order to analyze data
within a reasonable amount of time one must often make use of distributed
computing infrastructures. These computational resources are frequently either provided by high-performance computing (HPC) centers traditionally associated with academic institutions105, or by commercial cloud providers.106
Furthermore, going from the raw output of a sequencing instrument to endresults often requires multiple steps, where the output of one program is used
as input to the next programs. This can create an intricate chain of dependencies between programs. Additionally, these programs may have vastly different profiles for hardware requirements, thus utilizing the maximum resource
requirement for one program in a dependency chain can be very resource-inefficient. These things taken together creates a complex situation where software systems are required to manage this complexity. These type of systems
are collectively referred to as Workflow Management Systems (WMS).
Computational workflows are typically modeled as directed acyclic graphs
(DAG) (figure 7). This is a type of graph that contains no cycles and which
has a direction of traversal. In the case of workflows, the nodes in the graph
represent computational tasks and edges represent input variables or dependencies between nodes. The dependencies between nodes are often created by
files from one task that are required to start the computation of a downstream
task.107
Different WMS will either construct the DAG explicitly prior to executing the
tasks, or generate it implicitly at runtime. The advantage of constructing the
DAG prior to execution is that as all dependencies are known beforehand, all
tasks can be submitted to a scheduler at the same time along with their dependencies. This allows for more efficient scheduling in a HPC environment
where job queues are used to allocate resources to different users. An example
of a WMS that uses this approach is SnakeMake.108 However, one downside
of this approach is that if the graph grows very large it can pose a problem in
terms of scalability in which case the implicit model is preferable.
When tasks are generated dynamically at runtime, tasks only need know of
their children, and thus the full DAG does not need to be generated prior to
execution. This has the advantage of being more scalable in terms of graph
size.109 However, it may lead to less efficient scheduling and longer waiting
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times in HPC queues as new tasks are not submitted to the queue until their
parents are finished. Another consequence of the implicit DAG model is that
it allows for dynamic decisions of which downstream tasks to execute based
on the outcome of a task. An example of a VMS using this approach is
NextFlow.109
It is also possible to differentiate WMS based on their programing model.
Here three broad categories can be discerned. The first uses a domain-specific
language (DSL) to define workflows. In this approach the DSL is designed to
map well to the problem at hand, but will often sacrifice some of the flexibility
of a full programming language. This is the model adopted by NextFlow and
SnakeMake. The second allows workflows to be defined using a generic programing language, providing the workflow specific functionality via an application programming interface (API). This approach grants the full flexibility
of a genetic programing language, but may also require more boilerplate code
to be written surrounding the actual workflow code. Some tools using this
model are SciLuigi110 and Toil.106 Finally there are configuration based WMS.
In these the workflows are not defined in code, but as configuration files in
formats like XML or YAML. This approach has been popular with large systems that provide web interfaces as the primary means for users to interact
with the system, such as Galaxy111 and Taverna.112 It should be noted that it
can sometimes be difficult to exactly systematize workflows based on these
categorize since they may have some overlap between them. An example of
this is Toil which supports both creating workflows via an API, and configuration via the Common Workflow Language113 and Workflow Definition Language114. These categories will nevertheless form a useful basis for reasoning
about similarities and differences between different systems.
There are multiple benefits of using WMS compared to using a simpler scripting based approach. One of them is that the DAG model allows the framework
to compute which task need to be re-run, in response to changing inputs. The
WMS can then use e.g. time-stamps of the input files to determine which
downstream data needs to be recomputed, and thus avoid re-computing data
which has not changed. Another consequence of this is that WMS can support
reentrancy. This means that a WMS can start computations from a point where
they have previously been interrupted, as opposed to having to start from the
beginning each time.107 This feature is particularly important when dataset
sizes and compute times grow, and distributed computing becomes necessary.
In a distributed computing scenario, the risk of a single machine failing or a
network glitch causing a task to fail increases. In that scenario not having to
start again from the beginning of a process can save substantial amounts of
both real and compute time.
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Furthermore, the use of WMS can substantially increase the re-computability
of results, especially when coupled with software solutions which make it possible to redistribute complete computational environments. This is naturally
of great importance to the general reproducibility of results. Container technologies such as Docker115 and Singularity116 have made the task of redistributing computational environments considerably easier, without adding a large
amount of performance overhead.117 This has led to their adoption in multiple
WMS.109 Another benefit of portable computational environments is that it
makes workflows portable, and they can therefore be deployed in multiple
locations and developed by the community. This lowers the overhead of analyzing data, and allows best practices to be disseminated efficiently. When
done right this can contribute to a type of white-box computing paradigm
where researchers can benefit from not having to reimplement existing workflows while still being able to adapt them to their needs with relative ease.
The downside of using WMS over more straight forward scripting approaches
lies in the overhead they create in terms of development. In particular, larger,
more powerful WMS can have a steep learning curve which a scientist or software developer wishing to construct workflow needs to overcome. Additionally, for VMS which provide web-interfaces or run as services install procedures may be complicated and the individual scientist or software developer
may not have the required permissions on the machines on which they work
to install them. This is for example often the case on multi-user systems provided by academic HPC centers. This emphasizes the need for multidisciplinary teams where scientists, software developers and system administrators
work closely together to achieve as good results as possible.
The interest in WMS is large, as exemplified by a popular online community
curated list featuring 141 different framework, libraries, platforms, standards
et cetera related to WMS.118 These range from large platforms to lightweight
frameworks, with considerable differences in which features are emphasized.
A number of trade-offs need to be made when selecting a WMS, and depending on the exact requirements of the use-case at hand different solutions will
be preferable. In order to ensure portability of workflows between WMS
standardization efforts are in progress. One of these standards which have
been implemented by a number of different systems is the Common Workflow
Language.113 Furthermore it should be noted that while this text focuses on the
use of WMS in bioinformatics they are also used in other data intensive discipline such as astronomy and high-energy physics.119
Studies III and IV in this thesis both make heavy use of WMS. In Study III
workflows for whole-genome sequencing were developed using the GATK
Queue framework. This is a WMS which was bundled with the GATK software suite at the time. This provides a way to create workflows using the
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Scala120 programing language based on creating class instances for the processes to run, and linking them together using file inputs and outputs. It has a
high degree of integration with the GATK software suite, making it easier to
build workflows including these tools. It generates the DAG prior to execution, and will execute on a number of different backends (including the HPC
scheduler SLURM121 used by the UPPMAX facility in Uppsala). GATK
Queue, however appears to be largely abandoned by this date, replaced by new
WMS. In Study IV, the OpenStack Mistral122 WMS is used. This uses a configuration based approach to building workflows, based on YAML-syntax. It
generates tasks dynamically at runtime, and because it does not use files to
construct task dependencies it is well suited to building operationalIII workflows, where tasks do not necessarily create files.
As MPS enters into routine clinical use, the use of WMS has the potential to
aid in providing accurate and timely results to aid in treatment decisions. They
can furthermore be used as a type of code-as-documentation, which can substantially lessen the burden of documentation when working under accredited
circumstances. This coupled with the necessity of using multi-core computing
to speed up computations, mean that it is likely that WMS will play a critical
role in facilitating data analysis in research and clinical practice for years to
come.

III

In this context operational denotes things like updating databases, generating weekly reports,
and transferring files between systems.
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Figure 7. The directed acyclic graph (DAG) for a workflow used to analyze a trio of
samples in order to detect de-novo mutations. Used with permission from Leipzig 107
by the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.
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Present Investigations

Aims
The overall aim of this thesis was to use state of the art molecular methods
and develop computational methods to answer questions about the genomic
landscape of health and disease. More specifically the aim of this thesis was:
 to study the genetic, transcriptomic, and epigenomic makeup of pediatric
ALL (studies I and II) and to improve methods for analysis of MPS sequencing data
 to perform the first large scale human WGS study of the Swedish population (Study III)
 to develop analysis systems capable of automated processing of tens of
thousands of samples (studies III, IV and V)
To contribute to the larger scientific community, it has been our aim that reusable software created in this thesis is released as open source software.

Study I - Transcriptome Sequencing in Pediatric Acute
Lymphoblastic Leukemia Identifies Fusion Genes
Associated with Distinct DNA Methylation Profiles
Several of the ALL subtypes are characterized by chromosomal rearrangements giving rise to expressed fusion genes. Recent studies benefiting from
advances in sequencing technology have characterized novel recurrent fusions
involving the DUX4, ZNF384 and MEF2D genes, which are associated with
distinct transcriptional profiles and define novel molecular subtypes of
ALL.91,92,123,124
In this study we screened 134 pediatric ALL patients for fusion genes and
characterized their transcription, DNA methylation and mutation landscapes.
Out of these patients, 74 were BCP-ALL patients with a defined cytogenetic
subtype, 42 were BCP-ALL patients which had been assigned “other” or “normal” cytogenetic status, and 18 of the patients belonged to the T-ALL immunotype.
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To detect fusion genes in RNA-sequencing data from the patients we used two
approaches. Firstly, we used the software FusionCatcher53, to screen for fusions genes in the RNA-sequencing data in an as unbiased fashion as possible.
Secondly, we developed an approach to screen for read pairs in the data where
the different mates mapped to different genes from a well-defined set of fusion
genes previously described in ALL. The code implementing the latter approach is released under an MIT License and is available at
https://github.com/Molmed/Marincevic-2017.
After developing and applying a stringent set of filters to remove false positive
gene fusions, we detected 64 unique gene fusions in 80 of the patients. Out of
these gene fusions 21 were recurrent and 36 were not previously known in
ALL. Out of the 36 novel fusions, 6 were recurrent within the cohort.
After having characterized the fusion genes of each patient we studied the genome-wide DNA methylation and gene expression profiles of the patients.
Unsupervised hierarchical clustering of both gene expression and DNA methylation data from the BCP-ALL patients in which we detected expressed fusion genes, revealed a clear separation into the expected subgroups, as has
previously been demonstrated.95,125 Interestingly, samples which displayed a
“subtype-like” clustering harbored non-canonical fusions involving one of the
two genes that normally characterize the subtype. An example of this are patients with CBX3-ETV6, RUNX1-ASXL1 and ETV6-AK125726, clustering
with t(12;21)-patients, for which the canonical gene fusion is ETV6-RUNX1.
Furthermore, we replicate previous results, according to which the DUX4IGH-positive patients create a distinct cluster in both unsupervised hierarchical clustering and principal component analysis of gene expression data91.
Additionally, we observe that a similar clustering also occurs for the DNA
methylation profiles of these patients. As previously reported, the clinical features of the patients with a DUX4-IGH fusion in our study show a favourable
clinical outcome.91,126 This observation, taken together with previous findings,
warrants additional studies of clinical outcome in larger cohorts assayed for
DUX4-IGH. Additional replication studies will be needed to decide if assays
for this fusion gene should be included in routine clinical practice, as part of
diagnosis and treatment stratification decision making.
In conclusion, Study I has increased the knowledge of the role of gene fusions
in ALL, replicating previous important findings, as well as extending these
findings into the realm of DNA-methylation. Extending the methods utilized
here into larger cohorts and identifying the exact role that these fusions play
in the cellular drama are potentially fruitful fields of study in the future.
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Study II - Identification of Somatic Variants by
Targeted Sequencing of Pooled Leukemia Samples
The introduction of MPS techniques have led to an order of magnitude reductions in sequencing costs. Cost reductions for reagents for sequencing library
preparation and for target capture have not kept up with the rapidly reducing
costs for sequencing. One way of capitalizing on lowering sequencing costs
and increasing the number of samples sequenced is to utilize non-indexed
pooling schemes. Non-indexed pooling schemes differ from the typical sequencing scenario in that they dispense of sample barcodes, used to separate
samples after sequencing. Instead multiple samples are placed in a pool using
the same barcodes. By constructing pools in such a way that each sample is
available in at least two pools, it is possible to find out which patient carried a
certain variant, provided that this variant is sufficiently rare in the cohort as a
whole.65,127,128 Such schemes have previously been successfully applied to
identify variants associated with the risk of developing breast and ovarian cancer129. In this study we demonstrate that non-index pooling can be utilized to
find somatic SNVs and assign them back to their carriers.
We constructed an overlapping pooling scheme with 36 pools containing 172
patients. Out of these pools, 25 were prepared from genomic DNA (gDNA)
and 11 pools were pooled from whole-genome amplified DNA (wgaDNA).
Each pool contained 10 patients. To be able to benchmark our results we included 4 patients which had previously been subjected to WGS130 into the
study. We used the Agilent HaloPlex131-133 target capture method to target a
panel of 872 cancer genes and 852 loci, identified from the four WGS patients.
In total 3.6 Mbp of the genome was targeted.
After sequencing, putative somatic SNVs were identified using the program
FreeBayes42. To identify somatic SNVs we used the following procedure;
Firstly, candidate variants were identified as any SNV with an allele frequency
higher than 2% in a pool. Under an assumption of equal sample representation
in the pool, 2% corresponds to an allele frequency of at least 20% in one of
the patients in the pool. Secondly, candidate SNVs were filtered for known
normal variation from in-house and public databases. Thirdly, it was demanded that the remaining SNVs should be present in at least two pools at an
allele frequency of >1%. Using the overlapping pooling scheme, we then decoded which patient carried which variant.
After applying the variant calling procedure described above we found 1721
putative somatic SNVs in the gDNA pools, and 1305 in the wgaDNA pools.
For the gDNA pools 1163 (97%) of the identified SNVs were assigned to a
patient, and for the wgaDNA pools all variants were assigned to a patient. This
yields an average of 12 and 17 variants per patient for the gDNA pools and
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the wgaDNA pools, respectively. These averages exclude SNVs called in the
patients previously subjected to WGS. We used a list of 852 known SNVs,
previously identified in the four WGS patients, as a truth set to estimate the
precision and sensitivity of the method. This yielded a precision in the range
of 82% - 100% and sensitivity in the range of 61% - 77%. As expected, most
of the sensitivity was coupled to the representation of a certain sample in a
pool, highlighting the importance of accurate DNA quantification prior to
pooling. We also noted that the samples which had been whole genome amplified appeared to have a more even representation and thus better variant
calling results.
To show that the method can be used to generate biologically and clinically
relevant results, the resulting variant set was annotated to genes and a recurrence analysis was carried out using MutSigCV.134 MutSigCV finds recurrently mutated genes by factoring in mutation frequency and spectrum, as well
as gene-specific background mutation rates based on germline expression levels and replication timing. After applying a 0.10 false discovery threshold,
four genes were found to be recurrently mutated at a rate higher than what is
expected by chance. All of these genes were previously known to be associated with ALL.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study utilizing non-index overlapping pools to identify somatic variation in cancer. We demonstrate that this
approach can be used to identify somatic SNVs, and assign the variants back
to the patient from whom they originated. The pooling scheme devised in
Study II can be used to substantially lower costs of sequencing library preparations while still obtaining results comparable to those achieved by individual
sample indexing.

Study III - SweGen: A Whole-Genome Data Resource
of Genetic Variability in a Cross-Section of the Swedish
Population
As the price of WGS has dropped, it has become increasingly feasible to conduct large scale experiments exploring the full range of genetic variation in
the human genome. The way was paved by the international 1000 Genomes
Project26, which performed WGS in multiple populations from across the
globe. This project has since been followed by many initiatives to increase the
knowledge of genetic variation in different parts of the world.23,28-30,32,135
There are numerous useful applications of high quality population-based variation datasets outside of the field of population genetics. Firstly, data sets of
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human genetic variation are important to clinical sequencing. There they can
be used to filter out variants which are unlikely to be pathogenic because they
are common in the population. Secondly, they can be used as a control group
in case-control studies, significantly decreasing the cost of such projects. Finally, they can be used to impute genotypes in existing array data, which is
useful e.g. when searching for rare disease causing variants.28
It has previously been demonstrated that there are distinct regional differences
in the genetic makeup between Swedish counties.136 Moreover a targeted sequencing study of 286 kbp of DNA in samples from 5 European populations
showed that 17% of SNVs, and 61% of INDELs identified were not present
in public databases137. These findings highlight the need for high quality data
on the genetic variation in Sweden. The SweGen project, which Study III describes, provides such a genetic data resource by sequencing the whole genomes 1000 Swedish individuals.
The samples to be sequenced were selected from the Swedish Twin Registry
(STR)138 and the Northern Sweden Population Health Study (NSPHS).139
These were selected to represent a cross-section of the Swedish population,
neither selecting for health nor disease status of the study participants. A principal component analysis carried out from array-based genotyping data from
previous studies of the same samples was used to select samples covering as
large a part of the total genetic diversity present in the biobanks of the STR
and NSPHS as possible.
A significant part of the work was put into implementing a computational
workflow capable of scaling to the demands of the project. The computational
methods can be divided into three parts. Firstly, sequence reads were aligned
to the reference genome, followed by post-alignment processing, and then
calling SNVs and small INDELS in each sample individually
(https://github.com/NationalGenomicsInfrastructure/piper). Secondly, variants were called in all samples together, and a model was trained on known
high quality variants (variants present in databases like dbSNP140) in order to
be able to filter out likely false positives (https://github.com/vezzi/joint_variant_calling). These two parts are essentially an implementation of the GATK
Best Practice workflow.37,40,141 The third, and final part, was calling large scale
structural variants using the software Manta.45
In total 29.2 million SNV sites and 3.8 million INDELs were detected in the
sample set. Out of these 30% of the SNVs and 26% of the INDELs were not
present in the dbSNP database (version 147). Out of the novel variants 7.2
million (25%) were only detected in one individual. The high percentage of
novel variants identified in this cohort, illustrates the need for establishing a
local population-specific genetic variation resources such as this one. The
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number of structural variants called was 8.6 million in total. Out of these most
were either insertions (28%), or deletions (61%), with duplications (6%) and
inversions (5%) making up a minority of the calls.
In a principal component analysis of the STR samples, the two first principal
components of the STR samples projected together with other European populations shows that there is a significant spread within the Swedish population,
in particular intermixing with the Finish samples. This further validates findings demonstrating a high degree of genetic diversity across the country.136
Data from the SweGen project is made available to other researchers through:
https://swefreq.nbis.se/. As of July 2018, aggregated variant frequencies have
been downloaded from the website by 150 unique groups since they were
made available in October 2016. Furthermore, individual genotypes are available on request, thus increasing the value of the dataset. In addition to this, the
workflows described in Study III have been applied to analyzing over 10,000
human whole genomes. This clearly demonstrates how efforts put into projects such as this one can be leveraged to benefit the research community as a
whole.

Study IV - Arteria: An Automation System for a
Sequencing Core Facility
As the amount of sequencing data grows at an unprecedented rate142 the need
for automation of workflows for data analysis increases. At sequencing core
facilities around the world different solutions to this problem have been developed, yielding bespoke solutions tightly coupled to the needs and infrastructure of that particular core.104 There has been a great interest in both the
scientific community105,107,113 and industry143,144 in WMS. However, little effort has been put into describing the full range of computational systems required to operate sequencing at a massively parallel scale. This type of system
needs to be able to respond to events and take appropriate actions depending
on circumstances in addition to managing workflows. The term used here to
describe this type of system is “orchestration system”. To the authors
knowledge there is only one other orchestration system similar to the one presented here described in the current scientific literature.145 In Study IV we developed the Arteria orchestration system, built on-top of the StackStorm automation platform.146
The Arteria system can be divided into three conceptual levels (figure 8). At
the top-level, the orchestration level, StackStorm serves as a central point of
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automation. StackStorm will sense events in the environment, e.g. a sequencing run finishing, and is able to take appropriate action based on predefined
rules. Additionally, it provides an interface for operators to issue commands
to the system, as well as monitoring and logging capabilities. The next level
is called the process level. Here processes such as the steps required to analyze
a sequencing run are modeled. The process is modeled as a workflow using
the OpenStack Mistral workflow engine.122 Finally, the execution level carries
out the tasks modeled at the processes level. At the execution level Arteria
favors a micro-service approach. In practice this means that functionality is
provided by small web-services. However, it is flexible enough to support
other modes of execution. For example, it can interact with other systems
through their APIs, or simply trigger a shell command to be run on an appropriate machine.
There are three main reasons why Arteria uses micro-services to do much of
the execution. Firstly, it forms single-purpose stand-alone components, thus
making them easier to understand. Secondly, this gives us an increased flexibility. We may replace one component without touching the entire system, as
well as change the implementational detail of a particular task, without making changes to the overall workflow. Thirdly, and perhaps most importantly,
this provides an arena for collaboration between different groups as the microservices themselves are self-contained units, which are not tightly coupled to
the workflows they are used in.
Arteria has so far been adopted by the SNP&SEQ Technology Platform, and
the Clinical Genomics Uppsala (CGU) facilities at SciLifeLab in Sweden, as
well as by the University of Melbourne Center for Cancer Research
(UMCCR). Since it deployment, the Arteria system has been used to processes
a large number of samples across the facilities at which it is used. It has reduced the need for manual intervention in the facilities data processing pipelines. At the CGU and UMCCR facilities Arteria has been used in a clinical
setting. This highlights the need for this type of systems as MPS is translated
into routine clinical diagnostics.
The problem of designing a system for automation in a sequencing core is one
that has been solved multiple times, each solution reinventing the wheel. Constructing a system such as Arteria involves a higher initial effort than that of
using a more simplistic scripting based approach. However, we believe that it
pays off in the long term by providing a solid and extensible framework which
can adopt as needs change. We hope that the Arteria system will serve as a
useful blueprint for others in need of scientific orchestration systems, as well
as being a useful resource for the sequencing core facility community for years
to come.
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Figure 8. An overview of the conceptual levels of the Arteria project

Study V - CheckQC: Quick Quality Control of Illumina
Sequencing Runs
Accurate quality control is highly important to ensure the correctness of the
results from sequencing experiments. Consequently, there is a large number
of softwares available for gathering quality control statistics relating to sequencing data147,148. Most of these analyze data from a per sample or per project perspective. However, for sequencing core facilities it is also interesting
to evaluate quality control data on a per run basis. Furthermore, increased automation is required to handle the growing amounts of sequencing data produced. In Study V we describe CheckQC, a software which automatically
checks a set of quality criteria on an Illumina sequencing run and reports on
the outcome.
CheckQC is implemented in the Python 3.149 Its design makes it easy to extend
to new data formats and quality criteria. It is highly performant, analyzing any
currently existing Illumina sequencing run in a few seconds. Furthermore, it
signals its status (i.e. whether all quality criteria were fulfilled or not) via its
exit flag. This makes it easy to incorporate into larger computational workflows and automatically stop processing allowing for troubleshooting of the
data.
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CheckQC is released under the GPL-3.0 Licence and is made available to the
public at https://github.com/Molmed/checkQC. It is our hope that CheckQC
will be a useful tool for core facilities and researchers and help in assuring
data correctness.
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Discussion

There are great opportunities for genomics to play an important role in research and in healthcare practices in years to come. To a large extent, “the
future is already here - it's just not very evenly distributed”IV. Already, genomics has increased our understanding of disease, both common and rare. It
has contributed significantly to cancer research, and is being introduced as
part of clinical diagnostics. Today, thanks to the tools of genomics, we also
know more about our evolutionary history, and the spectrum of human genetic
variation, than ever before. Conversely, there are plenty of ethical, scientific
and technical, challenges ahead that need to be addressed.
Study I highlights how molecular techniques can be used to improve our understanding of pediatric ALL. Currently about 30% of pediatric ALL patients
are not assigned to a recurrent subtype. In Study I we sequenced the transcriptome of 134 pediatric ALL patients and attempted to detect fusion genes. The
results show that while the fusion gene landscape of pediatric ALL is highly
diverse, there is order to the chaos. In addition to the fusion genes which are
used to clinically stratify BCP-ALL into subtypes like t(12;21) and t(9;22),
we demonstrate the existence of recurrent fusion genes and fusion gene families in the B-other group. The recent identifications of multiple recurrent fusion genes involving DUX491,92,126, ZNF384124 and MEF2D93 show the potential to improve clinical stratification for these patients. It is important to note
that while the prognosis for ALL patients is generally good, the outcome in
the B-other group is highly diverse.150 Thus establishing a molecular subtype
could help guide treatment decisions, both in terms of identifying patients
which need high-risk treatment, but also patients which could receive milder
treatment. Another striking finding is the existence of a subtype of patients
which harbor a fusion gene which involve RUNX1 or ETV6, but that does not
form the RUNX1-ETV6 fusion gene characteristic to the t(12;21) subgroup.
This group display gene expression and methylation patterns similar to the
t(12;21) group, and seem to have a similarly favorable outcome.91,96,151 If more
patients of the subtype are identified in the future, and the favorable outcome
pattern holds, it is a candidate for forming a novel subtype. Potentially, the
molecular characteristics of non-recurrent gene fusions which involve one of
the genes from a canonical pair, indicate that it might be possible to treat these
IV
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patients based on their “subtype-likeness”, however further studies are required to demonstrate that this is truly the case.
A challenge in using RNA-sequencing to study the fusion gene landscape of
ALL is that fusion transcripts are often expressed at low levels. This means
that they can be difficult to detect, while still retaining a reasonable level of
precision in the analysis. In Study I we addressed the problem by using a targeted approach to screen for previously known fusion transcripts, and using
FusionCatcher to find novel fusion genes. The sensitivity vs. precision problem becomes apparent here. Short read lengths mean that by chance, and due
to orthologous genes, pair-end reads will map to different genes without actually forming a true gene fusion. Longer reads lengths could, at least to some
extent help mitigate this problem.
It can be argued that while all subtypes of pediatric ALL share a common
phenotypic manifestation (caused by leukemic cells outcompeting the healthy
cells), the molecular mechanisms giving rise to the disease may vary widely.
This is similar to the observation of convergent evolution in nature. In botany
the Linnaean system of classification has been in use since the 18th century,
and has had its basis primarily in the morphology of plants. The introduction
of molecular methods has however led to a reexamination of classifications
based on their molecular characteristics.152 As we learn more about the molecular underpinnings of ALL a similar change in perspective may prove more
fruitful in elucidating the cause of these diseases. Viewing ALL as multiple
diseases with a similar phenotypic manifestation will probably not change a
lot in the practical day-to-day treatment of patients, but it can help researchers
in designing studies.
In Study II we demonstrate that it is possible to call somatic variants from
non-index pooled samples from patients with ALL. While there has been a
shift away from targeted to WGS methods since the study was conceived the
result still have bearings on a number of situations. Firstly, targeted sequencing is preferable when it cannot be considered ethical to interrogate the full
genome of a research participant. One example of this could be follow-up
studies where results from a discovery cohort are extended into a much larger
population. Secondly, the reason for selecting targeted sequencing can also be
driven by practical cost-benefit considerations. While the per base-pair cost of
sequencing has fallen dramatically, the costs for the computational infrastructure required to analyzed WGS genome data sets remains substantial153,154.
Thus, if WGS is not pertinent to the research questions at hand, selecting a
targeted approach can be cost-effective. Thirdly, provided that sequencing capacity keeps growing without indexing-barcode schemes substantially increasing in size, non-index pooling can be considered also in the WGS case.
At the moment the largest commercially available index barcode library has
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384 available barcodes. Using the partially redundant non-index pooling
scheme described by Erlich, et al. 65384 barcodes could be used to sequence
100,000 samples.65 While pediatric ALL may not be the ideal target for these
types of studies due to the relatively low number of patients diagnosed each
year, the approach could be highly attractive in studies where samples are
abundant.
Study III is to-date the largest human WGS study of the Swedish population.
It is special in that the samples have not been selected as part of a disease
study, which is often the case in larger studies. Instead, the samples have been
selected from a cross-section of the majority population in Sweden. This
means that it will likely prove a valuable resource in other projects where a
matching control cohort is needed for Swedish studies. A shortcoming of the
study is that it is not fully representative of the current Swedish population,
where migration has led to a population structure where approximately one
out of sixV people living in Sweden have been born outside of the country.155
In order to enable equitable precision medicine to all of the population it is
important that a genetic baseline is established across all populations globally.
This is especially important since the prevalence of genetic diseases vary
across different populations. However, these studies should be conducted at
the area of origin to capture as much as possible of the diversity of that population. There are also important ethical factors regarding how such studies are
conducted. It is vital that scientifically or economically valuable samples are
not withdrawn from the region of origin to be analyzed at institutions in economically stronger parts of the world without benefit to the local communities.
Recently the Human Heredity and Health in Africa initiative (H3Africa) released a framework that calls for a greater degree of reciprocity in cross-continental research relations.156,157
One important aspect of genomic studies is the risk for participants to be identified. This risk has significantly increased in recent years. The popularity of
direct to consumer genetic services, coupled with genealogy services that offer
search functionality where customers can plug in their genotypes makes it relatively easy for an actor with access to a person's genotype and trivial accompanying information like age, gender, area-of-residence to identify a person.158-160 A recent example type of identification is the identification of the
person alleged to be the infamous Golden State Killer, a serial killer and rapist
active in California from 1976 to 1986. The investigators made use of the publicly available website GEDmatch to identify the man in question161. While
bringing the perpetrator of such heinous crimes to justice is a laudable act, the
possibility of identifying individuals raises many questions of privacy in an
era when genetic information is becoming easier and easier to acquire. In a
V
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research context these issues are often mitigated by only providing controlled
access to individual genotypes. However, allele frequencies are often provided, and for many data sets beacon services that allow for yes/no questions
to be asked about whether a genotype is present in a dataset or not, are made
publicly available. Both of these types of data can be used to decide if an individual’s genome is part of a data set or not.162,163 This can implicitly give
away information about disease status, since many datasets are specific to a
particular disease.163 Study III is an example of a study where allele frequencies and a beacon service have been made publically available. However,
since the participants in Study III have not been selected from any particular
disease group the integrity breach of a re-identification is significantly lowered. In the near future legal, ethical, and technical frameworks will need to
take this new view of privacy concerns into account, to ensure that law enforcement, research, and clinical interests are balanced with the integrity of
patients and research participants.
The computational workflows established for Study III are an implementation
of the GATK Best Practice for germline variant calling. This is a workflow
which has been reimplemented multiple times164,165 with minor variations. At
the time that the SweGen project was initiated there were no known workflow
standardization initiatives. This situation has since improved and initiatives
such as the common workflow language113 have a great potential to improve
the portability of workflows. In addition to the common workflow language
initiative there are other projects which aim at creating community curated
workflow libraries that are easy to install and run, such as the nf-core project.166 This should make the process of initiating similar genome projects in
the future less time consuming, as well as improve the comparability of results
across cohorts as the same computational procedures can seamlessly be applied to the data. As it stands the computational workflows constructed for the
SweGen project has been used to analyzed more than 10,000 genomes. Thus,
even though the implementation will probably be changed in the future, the
impact has already been great. Add to that the know-how coming out of the
project, it should prove an important contribution to the scientific community.
The practical scientific and technical aspects of dealing with this growth in
sequencing data are explored in studies IV and V. It is interesting to note that
there is a difference in how data is generated within genomics as opposed to
other data intensive fields. In commercial enterprises, such as social media, a
single actor provides a platform within which data is generated. A similar scenario is common in large physics experiments. A single large facility (such as
the Large Hadron Collider at Cern, or the Square Kilometre Array radio telescope project) produce a massive amount of data that is then analyzed by multiple groups. In genomics the scenario is the opposite. Many groups and institutions independently produce large quantities of data, which is then in some
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cases deposited into central repositories.142 This means that solutions for processing this data has to be developed again-and-again at each point of data
production, often with limited resources and computational know-how. One
factor which has enabled genomics to thrive despite of this fragmentation is
the widespread adoption of open source software in the bioinformatics community.167,168 However, much of this software is focused on analysis of data
rather than the operational aspects of high-throughput science. A key difference here is how much and at which time points a human is expected to intervene in the process. For many projects it is feasible to spend a large amount
of time customizing and configuring an analysis for a particular project. However, for actors such as sequencing core facilities that manage a very large
number of projects this is not feasible. In these instances, computational efficiency, high-throughput of samples and degree of automation become important factors. The Arteria system described in Study IV demonstrates one
solution to how operational aspects can be managed.
The tool CheckQC, developed in Study V is an example of a tool which is
highly useful when managing a large number of Illumina sequencing runs.
The key aspect is that it only requires a human assessment of its output if any
of the set quality criteria are unmet. At the SNP&SEQ Technology platform
CheckQC is run as part of the Arteria workflows. This significantly reduces
hands-on time used in routine data evaluation and reduces the risk of human
error. The need for automation and reproducibility are bound to become even
more important as genomics moves into routine clinical practice. Thus what
may at a first glance appear to be merely technical problems can have important implications in a clinical setting.
Currently there is a divide between WMS which model dependencies between
tasks as data dependencies (i.e. task B depends on output file 1 from task A),
and WMS which model dependencies between tasks directly (i.e. when task
A finishes, run task B). These two paradigms are useful in different scenarios.
The former is often useful when dealing with scientific analysis workflows,
and the later when dealing with operational workflows. The OpenStack Mistral workflow engine currently used by Arteria (Study IV) models dependencies between tasks directly. However, the StackStorm engine is flexible with
regards to which workflow engine is employed and an idea put forward by
Florian Reisinger and Roman Valls Guimera (personal communication, 2018)
is to integrate StackStorm with other VMS. One way to do this which should
provide a great measure of flexibility is to use the Global Alliance for Genomics and Health Workflow Execution Service API169. This would allow the
StackStorm platform to integrate with any scientific VMS that supports this
API, thus allowing for scientific analysis workflows to be run in concert with
the operational ones.
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In the context of a thesis on the technologies and methods behind the promise
of genomics to guide precision medicine it is important to recognize that unequal access to healthcare across the world is a greater deterrent to human
health than the lack of genome sequencing. In parts of the world where infectious disease remains the leading cause of death, access to basic healthcare is
still the number one priority. Furthermore, in the parts of the world where
infectious disease can be efficiently treated, many of the most prevalent diseases are highly coupled to lifestyle. No sequencing instrument is required to
know that not smoking, getting regular exercise, and eating healthy food is
likely to have a positive impact on your overall health. With that said genomics has the potential to drastically improve diagnostics of rare genetic disease, as well as cancer. Pharmacogenomics could help in selecting and dosing
drugs, and our increased understanding of the molecular mechanisms of disease will hopefully bring new treatment options to common diseases.
Humans are inherently technological beings. Adopting technologies such as
clothes and fire we have been able to spread across the earth. The 20th century
was shaped by inventions enabled by groundbreaking physics. I believe that
there are plenty of reasons to expect that the coming hundred years will be
shaped to the same extent by biology. This thesis should serve as an illustration of the great possibilities opened up by new technologies. With these new
tools at our disposal we are able to explore new frontiers, expanding our understanding of the genomics of human health and disease. This is a great time
“to boldly go where no one has gone before”.VI

VI
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On my temple in Delphi there are two words written: Know Thyself.
It’s good advice. Know yourself. You are worth knowing. Examine
your life. The unexamined life is not worth living. Be aware that other
people have equal significance. Give them the space to make their own
choices, and let their choices count as you want them to let your choices
count. Remember that excellence has no stopping point and keep pursuing it. Make art that can last and that says something no one else can
say. Live the best life you can, and become the best self you can. You
cannot know which of your actions is the lever that will move worlds.
Not even Necessity knows all ends. Know yourself.
The Just City - Jo Walton
Yours faithfully,
Johan Dahlberg
Uppsala, 2018
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Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning

Vi vet mer än någonsin om hur vi människor påverkas av den arvsmassa vi
bär på. Nya tekniker för att studera vår arvsmassa har gjort det möjligt att
studera den genetiska bakgrunden till både hälsa och sjukdom hos oss människor. En av de viktigaste landvinningarna inom detta område på senare år är
nya sekvenseringssystem som gör det möjligt att snabbt och billigt studera
arvsmassan. Dessa instrument öppnar nya möjligheter för att bättre förstå
sjukdomar, förbättra diagnoser och skräddarsy behandlingar. Särskilt spännande är de möjligheter vi får att bättre förstå cancer.
Cancer är ett samlingsnamn för sjukdomar där arvsmassan i en cell förändrats
på ett sådant vis att den slutar utföra sin egentliga funktion, och istället växer
okontrollerat. Akut lymfatisk leukemi (ALL) är en blodcancer som är vanlig
hos barn. I norden drabbas ungefär 180 barn per år av ALL. Lyckligtvis har
behandlingen av denna typ av leukemi varit en framgångssaga. Trots att nästan inga nya mediciner införts sedan 1970-talet har antalet barn som överlever
sjukdomen ökat från 21% till 95%. En viktig anledning till denna förbättring
är den ökade förståelse vi fått för de subgrupper som finns hos sjukdomen.
Vissa av dessa subgrupper är allvarligare än andra, och kräver därmed kraftigare behandling. Andra är istället mildare och kan därmed behandlas lättare.
Det senare är bra för att minska den mängd biverkningar som patienten drabbas av som följd av behandlingen. Trots de kraftigt förbättrade behandlingsresulten finns möjlighet till ytterligare förbättringar. I dagsläget kan omkring
30% av patienterna inte tilldelas en subgrupp, något som kan göra att dessa
patienter antingen får för lite, eller för mycket behandling.
Fusionsgener spelar en viktig roll i att bestämma vilken subtyp en ALL patient
tilldelas. Fusionsgener uppstår då arvsmassan går sönder, och sedan sammanfogas på ett felaktigt sätt av cellens reparationsmekanismer. Det kan ge upphov till att delar från två gener fogas samman och antingen skadar en befintlig
funktion i cellen, eller skapar en ny. I studie I har vi undersökt vilka fusionsgener som uppstår i ALL. Vi har studerat detta i 134 ALL patienter, från flera
subgrupper, samt patienter som inte tilldelats en subgrupp. Vi visar med hjälp
av nya sekvenseringstekniker vilka fusionsgener som finns i ALL, och förutom tidigare kända fusionsgener hittar vi en rad nya. Vi visar också att dessa
fusionsgener skapar distinkta mönster i de modifikationer av själva arvsmassan som styr vilka delar av den som är aktiv. Det går att tänka på arvsmassan
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som en ritning för hela människan. På själva arvsmassan finns modifikationer
som förklarar för cellen exakt vilken del av arvsmassan som den ska använda
sig av, och därmed vilken typ av cell den ska vara. Då cancerceller inte utför
den funktion de normalt har, är det inte oväntat att dessa mönster störs.
Vår studie bidrar med bevis till de nya underkategorier av ALL som på senare
år upptäckts. Det kan på sikt leda till ny och bättre vård för de barn som drabbas av ALL, särskilt för de 30% som inte blir tilldelade en subgrupp idag.
Stora studiegrupper är viktiga inom vetenskapen för att kunna hitta ovanliga
fenomen och identifiera mönster. I studie II har vi använt oss av en metod för
att till en lägre kostnad kunna sekvensera fler prover. Metoden går ut på att
kombinera arvsmassan från flera patienter i så kallade pooler. Dessa pooler
skapas på ett sådant sätt att varje prov ingår i minst två pooler. Vi identifierar
sedan varianter i var och en av dessa pooler, och genom att se om en variant
finns i två pooler som båda innehåller samma ursprungliga prov kan vi säga
vilket prov varianten ursprungligen kom ifrån. Vi använde oss av denna metod
för att studera cancer, något som inte gjorts tidigare, och analyserade 172 ALL
prover. Våra resultat visar att det är möjligt att använda sig av denna metod
för att med något reducerad känslighet studera cancer. Detta är av intresse för
forskare som vill designa större studier till lägre kostnad, något som i sin tur
kan bidra till ny och viktig kunskap.
Tidigare var det vanligt när forskare studerade genetiska sjukdomar att de tittade på en begränsad del av arvsmassan. Nu har de minskade priserna för sekvensering gjort det möjligt att studera hela arvsmassan hos en människa till
förhållandevis lågt pris. I studie III utnyttjar vi denna möjlighet till att sekvensera 1000 svenska individer. Dessa försöksdeltagare har huvudsakligen hämtats från svenska tvillingregistret, och är därmed inte utvalda för att representera någon särskild sjukdom. Det senare gör den här studien ovanlig, då det
vanligaste är att prover väljs ut baserat på att forskare vill studera en specifik
sjukdom. Datat som producerats i den här studien har tillgängliggjorts för
andra forskare och är en viktig resurs. Det kan till exempel användas som frisk
kontrollgrupp för forskare som vill studera sjukdomar med en genetisk komponent. Den kan också användas för att få en djupare förståelse för svenskarnas evolutionära historia. Slutligen är den viktig för klinisk diagnostik där den
kan användas för att utesluta att en variant i arvsmassan hos en patient är sjukdomsframkallande. Utöver datat i sig har vi utvecklat automatiserade beräkningsmetoder som gjort det möjligt att analysera många prover. Dessa metoder har använts för att analysera mer än 10,000 mänskliga prover vid Science
for Life Laboratory, vilket har stärkt nyttan av studien ytterligare.
De massiva datamängder som produceras av de nya sekvenseringssystemen
skapar nya utmaningar i hur dessa data ska hanteras och analyseras. Det är
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inte möjligt att utöka antalet människor som arbetar med detta i samma utsträckning som datamängderna ökar. Vidare är det viktigt att upprätthålla hög
kvalitet i de analyser som görs. För att hantera bägge dessa utmaningar krävs
det nya automatiserade beräkningsmetoder. I studie IV och V har vi utvecklat
sådana metoder.
I studie IV har vi utvecklat mjukvarusystemet Arteria. Detta gör det möjligt
att analysera stora mängder sekvenseringsdata med förhållandevis lite mänsklig inblandning. Att kunna göra detta är viktigt, inte minst på sekvenseringscenter som hanterar stora mängder prover och projekt. Dessa center har ofta
olika typer av automatiseringslösningar på plats, men dessa är oftast mycket
starkt knutna till det aktuella centrets infrastruktur. Detta gör det svårt för centrer att samarbeta med varandra kring en gemensam lösning. Arteriasystemet
möjliggör ett sådant samarbete genom att presentera en lösning som är flexibel
och som gör det möjligt att välja och vraka bland en rad fristående komponenter för att bygga en skräddarsydd lösning. Arteria system används idag vid tre
olika sekvenseringscentra, SNP&SEQ Teknologiplattformen och Klinisk Genomik vid Uppsala Universitet, samt University of Melbourne Center for Cancer Research. Vid dessa sekvenseringscentra har det använts för att analysera
tusentals prover.
Det är viktigt att vara säker på att det data som produceras från ett sekvenseringssystem håller god kvalitet. När datamängderna växer blir det dock svårare och svårare att försäkra sig om detta för hand. I studie V har vi utvecklat
en mjukvara som gör det möjligt att på några sekunder automatiskt utvärdera
om datat från en körning av ett sekvenseringssystem håller en tillräckligt hög
kvalitet eller ej. Användning av denna mjukvara kan minska ledtider samt risken för att mänskliga fel letar sig in i analysen av sekvensdata.
Sammanfattningsvis utforskar denna avhandling de möjligheter som de nya
sekvenseringsteknikerna erbjuder. Den bidrar med ny kunskap inom cancergenetik, värdefulla referensdataset, samt ny mjukvara. Den utgör ännu en
droppe i den mänskliga kunskapens hav.
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